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Explore PowerBuilder 2022 R3, featuring long-term support and stabilized rich features from the 2022 product line.




Try it Now
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Cloud App Development,
Simplified.
A simpler, faster, open-standards approach to the Cloud for .NET!







PowerBuilder
Develop Windows Apps with DataWindow Technology, Rapidly.

Learn More





PowerServer
Deploy Your PowerBuilder Apps to the Cloud, Automatically.

Learn More




Need help choosing the right product?





  I want to

  
    
      
        [Action]

        
      
      
        Build
        Convert to
      

    

  

  
    
      
        [Project Type]

        
      
      
          C/S Apps
          Cloud Apps
          Web APIs
      

    

  

  using

  
    
      
        [Language]

        
      
      
          PowerScript
      

    

  

  for

  
    
      
        [Client]

        
      
      
          Windows client
      

    

  



PowerBuilder

Learn More 

PowerBuilder has been greatly enhanced for developing modern client/server apps. You can benefit from the unparalleled productivity of PowerBuilder without the historical restrictions of client/server apps.
	PowerBuilder apps automatically install & update over HTTPS.
	Integrate Web content, including sync & async JavaScript execution.
	Natively interop with .NET DLLs written for .NET or .NET Core.
	Consume REST APIs, with support for OAuth 2.0 and JWT.
	Utilize style sheets to control how the app UI is rendered.
	Support various Windows 11&10 devices, including Surface tablets.

 Schedule a Demo >




Start over


PowerServer

Learn More 

PowerServer enables you to rapidly build Cloud applications with the productivity and power of DataWindows and the PowerScript language.
Compared to developing HTML apps, Cloud apps developed with PowerServer offer richer functionality, faster data entry, and are far simpler to develop.
The deployed application runs on various Windows-based devices, including desktops, laptops, and tablets, and executes data access natively in the Cloud with REST API architecture and security.
Schedule a Demo >




Start over


PowerServer

Learn More 

PowerServer is the absolute fastest way to convert existing PowerBuilder apps to the Cloud, producing real cloud-native applications that do not suffer from the issues associated with virtual desktops (e.g. Citrix, RDP, etc.).
It supports basically 100% of PowerBuilder features, and subsequent maintenance is performed productively within the PowerBuilder IDE.
The deployed application runs on various Windows-based devices, including desktops, laptops, and tablets, and executes data access natively in the Cloud with REST API architecture and security.
Schedule a Demo >




Start over


.NET DataStore

Learn More 

The .NET DataStore enables you to rapidly develop C# REST APIs to be consumed by Windows apps with the productivity and functionality of DataWindow technology.
When compared to other popular ORMs for .NET, it requires far fewer lines of code and is much simpler to understand and work with. And it provides natively in .NET, the same non-visual features, data buffers, transaction management as the DataWindow.
The resulting JSON data can be easily consumed by a PowerBuilder client or any other Windows app that supports the REST and JSON standards. Therefore, no matter what kind of Windows app you are looking to build, you can benefit from DataWindow technology.
 Schedule a Demo >




Start over


.NET DataStore

Learn More 

The .NET DataStore enables you to rapidly develop C# business logic to be consumed by an HTML UI with the productivity and functionality of DataWindow technology.
Compared to other popular ORMs for .NET, it requires far fewer lines of code and is much simpler to understand and work with. And it provides natively in .NET, the same non-visual features, data buffers, transaction management as the DataWindow.
The .NET DataStore inherits from an IList and supports the .NET Core framework, making it easy to integrate with the latest ASP.NET technologies, such as Razor and Blazor. Now, your HTML app development can benefit from DataWindow technology.
 Schedule a Demo >




Start over


.NET DataStore

Learn More 

The .NET DataStore enables you to rapidly develop C# REST APIs to be consumed by iOS/Android apps with the productivity and functionality of DataWindow technology.
Compared to other popular ORMs for .NET, it requires far fewer lines of code and is much simpler to understand and work with. And it provides natively in .NET, the same non-visual features, data buffers, transaction management as the DataWindow.
The resulting JSON data can be easily consumed by any mobile UI framework that supports the REST and JSON standards, such as React, Xamarin, and Flutter. Now, your mobile app development can benefit from DataWindow technology.
Schedule a Demo >




Start over


.NET DataStore

Learn More 

The .NET DataStore enables you to rapidly develop C# REST APIs with the productivity and functionality of DataWindow technology.
When compared to other popular ORMs for .NET, it requires far fewer lines of coding and is much simpler to understand and work with. And it provides natively in .NET, the same non-visual features, data buffers, and transaction management as the DataWindow.
The resulting JSON data can be easily consumed by any REST client. Therefore, no matter what kind of app you are looking to build, you can benefit from DataWindow technology.
Schedule a Demo >




Start over


PowerScript Migrator

Learn More 

PowerScript Migrator is the absolute fastest way to migrate existing client/server projects to C# with an HTML UI because it “ports” your PowerScript business logic to C#.
It is the only migration solution that supports, natively in .NET, all DataWindow presentation styles and most non-visual DataWindow features. As such, existing non-visual PowerScript can be readily mapped to C#, making your PowerBuilder migration to C# a “port” in terms of risk and effort.
Besides converting all DataWindows, the PowerScript Migrator converts most non-visual PowerScript, embedded SQL and dynamic SQL. It also supports various PowerBuilder constructs, such as unbounded arrays, special blob handling, and system functions.
The .NET DataStore inherits from an IList and supports the .NET Core framework, making it easy to integrate with the latest ASP.NET technologies, such as Razor and Blazor. Now, your HTML app migration project can reuse your valuable PowerBuilder business logic.
Schedule a Demo >




Start over


PowerScript Migrator

Learn More 

PowerScript Migrator is the absolute fastest way to migrate existing client/server projects to C# with a .NET UI because it “ports” your PowerScript business logic to C#.
It is the only migration solution that supports, natively in .NET, all DataWindow presentation styles and most non-visual DataWindow features. As such, existing non-visual PowerScript can be readily mapped to C#, making your PowerBuilder migration to C# a “port” in terms of risk and effort.
Besides converting all DataWindows, the PowerScript Migrator converts most non-visual PowerScript, embedded SQL and dynamic SQL. It also supports various PowerBuilder constructs, such as unbounded arrays, special blob handling, and system functions.
The resulting JSON data can be easily consumed by any Windows app that supports the REST and JSON standards. Now, your .NET app migration project can reuse your valuable PowerBuilder business logic.
Schedule a Demo >




Start over


PowerScript Migrator

Learn More 

PowerScript Migrator is the absolute fastest way to migrate existing client/server projects to C# with a mobile UI because it “ports” your PowerScript business logic to C#.
It is the only migration solution that supports, natively in .NET, all DataWindow presentation styles and most non-visual DataWindow features. As such, existing non-visual PowerScript can be readily mapped to C#, making your PowerBuilder migration to C# a “port” in terms of risk and effort.
Besides converting all DataWindows, the PowerScript Migrator converts most non-visual PowerScript, embedded SQL and dynamic SQL. It also supports various PowerBuilder constructs, such as unbounded arrays, special blob handling, and system functions.
The resulting JSON data can be easily consumed by any mobile UI framework that supports the REST and JSON standards, such as React, Xamarin, and Flutter. Now, your mobile app migration project can reuse your valuable PowerBuilder business logic.
Schedule a Demo >




Start over


PowerScript Migrator

Learn More 

PowerScript Migrator is the absolute fastest way to migrate existing PowerBuilder business logic to C# REST APIs because it “ports” your PowerScript to C#.
It is the only migration solution that supports, natively in .NET, all DataWindow presentation styles and most non-visual DataWindow features. As such, existing non-visual PowerScript can be readily mapped to C#, making your PowerBuilder migration to C# a “port” in terms of risk and effort.
Besides converting all DataWindows, the PowerScript Migrator converts most non-visual PowerScript, embedded SQL and dynamic SQL. It also supports various PowerBuilder constructs, such as unbounded arrays, special blob handling, and system functions.
The resulting JSON data can be easily consumed by any REST-capable client, such as PowerBuilder, WPF, React, and Angular. Now, your REST API migration project can reuse your valuable PowerBuilder business logic.
Schedule a Demo >




Start over












Upgrade to the latest PowerBuilder

The new generation of PowerBuilder keeps everything you love about native PowerBuilder development while supercharging your projects with proven standards and technologies.

Learn More




By upgrading, you will benefit from:


Compatibility
Compatible with the latest Windows and database versions, and debug & compile 64-bit executables.





Security
Supports app encryption, app integrity checking, data encryption, TLS 1.3, and OAuth 2.0/JWT.





Interoperability
Consume REST APIs, import/export JSON data format, and natively interop with .NET DLLs.






Automated App Deployment
Automatically install & update PowerBuilder apps over HTTPS, including runtime and external files.





DevOps
Natively integrate with Git or SVN, and automate build processes with new standalone compiler.





Tech Support
Receive technical support and bug fixes, including long-term support.









PowerBuilder Roadmap

Appeon has revamped PowerBuilder's approach to .NET, its server-side architecture, and UI technology,
and put forward an innovative product roadmap that is being delivered in agile 9-12 month cycles.

Product Roadmap
View released features
    




Get Started Today


Download a Trial

Try all Appeon products and new features for 30 days without limitation

Download trial
    




Request a Demo

Walkthrough any Appeon product or feature with an Appeon Expert

Book a meeting
    






Talk to Appeon 

Get your business or tech questions answered by an Appeon Expert


Contact us
    




Learn on Appeon-U

Learn the fundamentals of using Appeon products at your own pace



Learn for free
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				 info@appeon.com

				Email us anytime with all of your questions.

			
	
				 Live Chat

				We are available M-F between 10AM and 5PM US Eastern time.

			
	
				 +1-877-327-7366

				Call us M-F 10AM-5PM US Eastern time.

			
	
			
	
				
					Reach out & stay connected!

					Subscribe to Appeon Emails
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	Brazil
	France
	Italy
	Japan
	Korea
	Latin America
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